Some
Interesting
Facts For kids

Penguin

Penguins are simply lovely. From their striking colors to
their unique waddle, they are among the cutest animals in the
area. Whether you’re researching penguins for a homeschool
project or as part of your homeschool program, or you’re just
wondering what makes them so special, the following
information will keep you on your toes.

Penguin Introduction
Penguins are flightless birds. There are 17 penguin species
worldwide, all brewing in the southern hemisphere. It is
assumed that the name derives from the Welsh “pen gwyn,” which
means “white head.”

What Are The Characteristics Of a
Penguin?
Their fusiform (coned at both ends) and streamlined body
structure enables them to be great swimmers. It has a huge
head, a short neck, and a long body.
Their tails are short, rigid, and in the shape of a wedge.
Their legs and webbed feet are positioned far back on their
bodies, giving them an upright stance on land.

What Do Penguins Eat?
Penguins consume krill (a Euphausiidae family shrimp-like
crustacean), squids, and fish. Differing penguin species have
slightly different dietary requirements, which reduces
interspecific competition.

How Do Penguins Protect Themselves?

On land, penguins are typically threatened by wild dogs, feral
cats, rats, and birds such as Arctic skuas and raptors,
depending on their geographic location. Although penguins move
slowly and cannot fly, they can slide on their bellies to
escape predators.
This behavior is known as tobogganing. Tobogganing enables
penguins to quickly enter the water, where they are most
agile, while at the ocean’s edge. The capacity of penguins to
live in cold, harsh regions protects them from predators.
Emperor penguins avoid land predators by nesting within the
interior of the Antarctic continent, an inhospitable location
for land predators. Their cognitive and physiological
adaptations to the cold have evolved specifically for this
purpose.
Penguins spend most of their life in the water and are
susceptible to many marine predators, such as sharks and huge
marine mammals like orcas and leopard seals.
Porpoising is a technique that penguins employ to leap out of
the water at high speed; when near land, this allows the
penguin to escape from marine predators and return to the

security of its colony.

Do Penguins Have Teeth?
It has a bill and tongue but no teeth. Primarily, penguins
have a beak with a sharp tip to assist them in grabbing their
meal, which is often fish.
The second notable characteristic of their mouths is the
spikes on their tongues and the roofs of their mouths, which
resemble stalagmites and stalactites within a cave.

Do Penguins Sleep?
Some biologists believe that a penguin’s habit of sleeping
with its bill tucked behind its flipper serves no known
purpose and is a relic of the bird’s ancestry. Other
researchers suggest that this action may lower the amount of
heat lost through the face, namely the nostrils.

Can Penguins Fly?
No, penguins cannot fly, technically speaking. As birds,
penguins are equipped with wings. However, the wing structures
of penguins have evolved for swimming rather than classical
flight. Between 15 and 25 miles per hour, penguins may travel
underwater.

Fun Facts About Penguin:

Penguins cannot fly.
While other birds use their wings for flight, penguins
have developed specialized flippers for use in the
water.
Many penguins live in the southern latitude.
The Galapagos Penguin seems to be the only penguin
species traveling the northern hemisphere in the wild.
Large penguin colonies can be found in New Zealand,
Australia, Chile, Argentina, and South Africa, among
other places.
At the North Pole, no penguins exist.
Underwater, penguins consume a variety of fish and other
marine creatures.
Penguins can consume seawater.
Penguins spend half of their time in the water and the
other half on land.
The Emperor Penguin is the highest penguin species,
reaching up to 120 centimeters (47 inches) in height.
Emperor Penguins can submerge for up to 20 minutes at a
time.
Emperor Penguins frequently cuddle together to keep warm
in the frigid Antarctic climate.
They are the second-largest species of penguins. They
have four feather layers to help keep them warm on the

subantarctic islands where they breed.
Chestnut, The narrow black band beneath a penguin’s
head, gives them their moniker.

Frequently Asked Questions–
1. What are penguin babies called?
Ans. Penguin chicks and nestlings are their common names. A
group of penguin chicks that gather together for safety
against the cold and predators is called a creche, derived
from the French word meaning “to eat.”
Recommend: Sea Otter Facts For Kids
2. What is a penguin’s explanation for kids?
Ans. Penguins are amphibious, flightless
predominantly in the southern hemisphere.
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Check More: Butterfly Facts For Kids
3. Do penguins have nails?
Ans. Feet Like a rudder, penguins use their feet to steer.
Their sharp claws allow them to move on snow and ice.
Guide On: Uranus Facts For kids
4. Do penguins drink water?
Ans. Although penguins do not drink water directly, it is
ingested when they eat. Thus, salt enters the body and must be
successfully eliminated. Due to its water-filtering ability,
the supraorbital gland has made it possible for penguins to
survive in such conditions.
Also Read: Interesting Gorilla Facts For Kids

